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Introduction:
Why the rural students are are behind urban students there is a valley between Rural Students and urban students. When we research on it rural students are definitely behind the Urban Students there are lot of reasons behind it. When I reach the rural area students that time I find out some reasons. It is necessary to discuss this because in our India majority population in rural area and this people and students not getting equal opportunity in all fields so as a teacher I want to focuses on the student’s development is affected.

1) The parents are illiterate. They have not the knowledge of Education when we research it in this problems some fathers are literate but 90% mothers are illiterate.
2) The second reason is that the rural areas parents are poor. They do not provided the educational teaching aids when we compare the Urban Students their parents provided the proper teaching aids.
3) In rural areas there are not the classes. So rural areas students result is behind urban students.
4) Premises are the most important fact to develop of Childs. Rural Childs not available 24 hours’ electricity. In rural areas there are not book stalls. So all thing get slowly.
5) In Rural area Library is very important. Because in the Library there are reference books. News paper periodical are not available.
6) Rural area not available computer labs, internet speed data. So Rural Students are behind in computer of Urban Students.

When I research of rural area that time I saw these problems are in rural area so that rural area student is behind urban areas. Students there are another also some reasons for this problem.

Solutions:
1) Rural areas woman firstly made literate by the Government or the society.
2) Government provided the teaching tools in rural areas schools. So rural parents don’t need to take the aids.
3) Rural areas teacher takes extra period before school time or after school times and parents give the time to students.
4) Government provided electricity 24 hours in village. To establish the book stalls in village.
5) Government should provided libraries newspapers periodicals in rural areas.

These solutions implementations in rural area otherwise rural area students and urban areas student valley do not remove the rural areas students do not come with the urban students. So Government gives the attention to these solutions.
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